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I. INTRODUCTION

FOR IAEA safeguards a "Key Measurement Point" is defined as a
location where nuclear material appears in such a form that it may be
measured to determine material flow or inventory. This presentation
describes in an introductory manner the key measurement points and
associated measurements for the model plant used in this training
course. During the remainder of the course, key measurement points
will be covered in more detail.

II. MODEL PLANT KEY MEASUREMENT POINTS

A. General

The feed to the model low enriched uranium fuel fabrication plant
is UFs and the product is finished light water reactor fuel assem-
blies. The waste discards are solid and liquid wastes. The plant
inventory consists of unopened UFg cylinders, UFg heels, fuel
assemblies, fuel rods, fuel pellets, U0 2 powder, U 3O 8 powder,
and various scrap materials.

At the kev measurement points the total plant material balance
(flow and inventory) is measured. The two types of key measurement
points-flow and inventory are described next.

e. Flow Key Measurement Points

The flow key measurement points (KMPs) for the model plant are
those locations where plant receipts and shipments (removals) are
made. Normally, flow measurements points are thos£ locations where
nuclear materials which enter and exit the plant site boundary are
made. However, for the model plant, transfers of solid and liquid
wastes to on-site retained waste are also considered as flows since
those materials are effectively removed from the plant material
balance.

The key measurement points for flow for the model plant are shown
below:
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Key Flow Measurement Points

Material Flow Location

UFg Receipts UFg Scale Area and Diffusion
Plant Load Out Area

UFg Heel Returns UFg Scale Area
Product Removals Rod Loading Hoods
Solid Wastes Waste Assay Counter
(Barrels and Filters)
ADU Process Centrate Quarantine Tank Area
Grinder Water Centrate Grinder Area

1_. UFfi Flow. UFg feed cylinders are weighed on the UFg scale
which is located by the UFg cylinder storage area. UFg cylinder
heels are also weighed at that location. The sampling of UFg is
done at the diffusion plant load out area under the surveillance of
an agent of the company who witnesses the sampling and also does the
percent uranium analysis to verify the shipper's assay. Samples
obtained by the company agent are sent to the plant laboratory for
verification of the shippers isotopic analysis (U-235).

2. Product Flow. The basic measurements for product removals from
the plant of finished fuel assemblies are made at the rod loading
hoods where the weights of U0£ pellets loaded into each rod are
measured. Samples are also taken at that point for percent uranium
and for isotopic. These measurements of the quantities of uranium
element and U-235 isotope contained in each fuel rod provide the
accounting basis for the weight of element and isotope in the finished
fuel assemblies when the rods are assembled into bundles.

3. Solid Waste Flows. Solid wastes (Barrels and Filters) are mea-
sured for grams of U-235 at the Waste Assay Counter. Although some
of solid wastes are retained on site for possible future recovery, the
measurement point is consideted a flow point, since the waste con-
tainers no longer enter into the plant processing material balance.

C. Liquid Wastes

1. ADU Process Centrate. The liquid waste from the ammonium diur-
anate precipitation process is collected in connected banks of "quar-
antine" tanks. A bank of connected tanks consists of 5 identical
tanks of about 100-gallons volume each. When a bank becomes full, the
bank is sampled and a calibrated volume is transferred to the lagoons.
Each process line, including scrap recovery, has twin banks of quar-
antine tanks where the volume of centrifuged process effluent is mea-
sured and the solution sampled prior to transfer to the lagoons.

2. Centrifuged Grinder Water. Periodically small volumes of cen-
trifuged grinder water are transferred to the lagoons. Prior to
transfer, the volume of the small hold tank (12-14 gallons) is mea-
sured, a sample taken, and the entire contents of the tank are trans-
ferred to the lagoons.
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p. Inventory Key Measurement Points

For the model plant, the physical inventory consists entirely of
measured items. The great majority of those items are measured at the
time they are created and in advance of the physical inventory. The
remainder and small fraction of the inventory consists of items
created from the cleanout of process equipment. Those items are
created and measured just prior to the physical count and are con-
sidered an integral part of inventory taking.

The plant accountability system is designed to measure each item
as it is created and to have the measurement data recorded on a
material record card, items going to temporary storage are tamper
safed at the time of measurement and placed under item control. Items
moving through the production process are measured when material
changes take place so that the material record card always represents
the current state of the material. At inventory time, those untamper-
safed items are inventoried by verifying the original measurements.

As a result of the above accountability design features, the
inventory key measurement points are those locations where the items
are measured at the time of creation. Those locations and associated
measurements are shown in Table I. The physical count of the inven-
tory covers nearly the entire area of the UO2 Plant and all outside
item control areas. The areas covered by the inventory teams in the
physical count of the inventory are shown in Figure 1.

TABLE I.

Inventory Item

Inventory Key Measurement points

Measurement and Location

UFg full Cylinders and
Heels

Green Powder

Green Pellets in Boats

Sintered Pellets in Boats

Pellets on Trays

Fuel Rods

Weighing, UF6 scale area,

Powder weighing and sampling at powder
bucket loading areas of the two conver-
sion lines and the scrap recovery line.

Weighing on Scales adjacent to press on
each line.

Weighing on scales adjacent to sintering
furnaces on each line.

Weighing on scales at pellet inspection
(after grinding) on each line.

Fuel Rod inventory is based on weights
of UO2 weighed into each Rod at the
Rod Loading Hoods and assay of samples
taken at that point.

Fuel Assemblies Accountability is based on individual
Fuel Rod data.
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Inventory Item

ADU

Grinder Sludge

Powder

Hard Scrap

U 3O 8

Equipment Holdup

Analytical Laboratory
Holdings

TABLE I. (contd)

Measurement and Location

Sampled at clean out location and
weighed on powder scales on each con-
version line and scrap recovery.

Sampled and weighed on each line near
the grinders.

Sampled and weighed near the powder
bucket loading area.

Weighed on powder bucket scales on each
line.

Sampled and weighed in the U3O8 Room.

Inventory cleanouts are carried out to
remove material held up in process
equipment and associated plenums and
ducts. All clean out materials such as
ADU, drrty powder, solid wastes and
filters are measured for inclusion in the
inventory. The ADU and dirty powder are
measured at locations given before for
those materials. Solid wastes and fil-
ters are measured at the Waste Assay
Counter.

Inventory items within Analytical
Laboratoty are measured at inventory time
in the same manner as production items
e.g., weight and assay or weight and
measured factor.

It should be noted that some of the key measurement points for
flows are also key measurement points for inventory, since measure-
ments made at flow points provide the accounting basis for many
inventory items, e.g. fuel rods, fuel assemblies, UFg cylinders and
UF5 heels.

The inventory locations where the physical count of the inventory
is taken (Figure 1) include the four-material balance areas in the
UO2 Building and all of the item control areas both inside and out-
side of the UO2 Building.
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